The office of Chief Electoral Officer has organized celebration of 10th National Voters Day on January 25, 2020 from 10.30 am to 1.00 p.m. at Kala Academy, Campal, Panaji Goa.

Governor of Goa Shri Satya Pal Malik will be the Chief Guest while State Election Commissioner Shri R. K. Srivastava (IAS) and Chief Secretary Shri Parimal Rai will be the Guest of honour.

Since January 25, 2020 being a non working day, the National Voters Day will be celebrated on Friday, January 24, 2020 (open space) inside the Secretariat Complex, Porvorim at 11.00 a.m.

To promote Democratic Electoral participation a pledge will be administered by Secretary (Election) to observe the said day.

DI/NB/JA/NP/AN/2020/1403
CM TELLS SENIOR CITIZENS NOT LIVE UNDER STRESS

Date: January 22, 2020

Chief Minister Dr. Pramod Sawant inaugurated awareness programme on Holistic Health Care, Preventive Care, Yoga and Physiotherapy for Senior Citizens organized by National Institute of Social Defence, Centre for the Study of Social Change and Regional Resource Training Centre in association with Directorate of Social Welfare at Ravindra Bhavan, Sankhali, today.

Addressing the senior citizens, Chief Minister Dr. Pramod Sawant appealed to share the feeling with other inmates to reduce mental tension. He said, senior citizens should spare their time in surrounding Unmeed Centers started by the Government.

Speaking on the life style of senior citizens, Chief Minister said, lately many of us are living under pressure and stress, which is not a good sign, he appealed to enjoy the healthy life and assured all help from the Government.

Earlier Supriya Manjrekar welcomed the guests.
Smt. Nirmala Samant Prabhavalkar, Advocate High Court and Ex. Mayor of Mumbai spoke on the principles of human nutrition, health and wellbeing.
Shri Rohan Shroff, Centre Coordinator and Yoga Teacher spoke on Yoga Technique and four pillars of Yoga, similarly sessions on Balance Diet, Safe Food Preparation and Storage, Meditation, Yoga, Breathing Exercise, Physiotherapy held during awareness programme.

Shri Vishal Naik proposed vote of thanks.

DI/NB/JA/SAG/2020/1404
ONE ACT PLAY RESULTS DECLARED

Panaji: January 21, 2020
Magha 2, 1941

The results of the One Act Play competition at High School level organized by Kala Academy have been declared. In Marathi Section One Act Play ‘Dardpora’ staged by Peoples High School Mala, Panaji, ‘Bhujgavane’ staged by Shree Shradhanand Vidyalay, Paingin-Canacona & ‘God Gupit’ by Shree Ganesh High School, Ganeshpuri-Mapusa have been adjudged for best performances and awarded with first prize, second prize and third prize respectively.

Consolation Prizes are awarded to ‘Fashi’ by Shree Nirakar Vidyalay, Mashe-Canacona and ‘Unch Maza Zoka’ by Tudal High School, Tudal, Canacona.

Mast. Swastik Naik (Bablo) ‘Bhujgavane’ and Atharv Upadhye (Akash) in ‘God Gupit’ have been awarded with first and second prize for best acting in Male Category. The merit certificates of acting (male) have been awarded to Aman Painginkar (Bhagat Singh) ‘Fashi’ and Nahush Adyapak (Vishu) ‘Dilasa’.

Rajasi Naik (Muskan) in ‘Dardpora’ and Shreyas Prabhu (Fashi) ‘Fashi’ have been awarded first and Second prize for best acting in Female Category.


Nilesh Mahale ‘Dardpora’, Subhash Mahale ‘Bhujgavane’ and Vimal Naik ‘God Gupit’ have bagged first, second and third prize respectively for Direction.

The prizes for technical support includes Best Setting – Jaiprakash Nirmale ‘Dardpora’ Peoples High School, Panaji. The merit certificate in setting is awarded to Chandrashila Chari ‘Bhujgavane’ Shree Shradhanand Vidyalay, Paingin.


The first prize for best script is awarded to Rucha Kelkar for ‘God Gupit’, and the second prize is awarded to Veena Prabhugaonkar for ‘Unch Maza Zoka’.

In the Konkani Section, ‘Kalakar’ staged by Rajmata Padmavati Raje Saundekar High School, Ramanath-Bandoda-Ponda, ‘Eka Nayecho Punarjalm’ staged by V.D & S.V Wagle High School, Mangeshi, ‘Devali Duka’ staged by Shiksha Sadan, Priol-Mardol have bagged first, second and third prize respectively for performances.
‘Varsal’ staged by Surashree Kesarbai Kerkar High School, Keri and ‘Kalachakra’ staged by Saraswat Vidyalay, Khorlim-Mapusa have been selected for consolation prizes.


The first and second prizes for acting (female) have gone to Manasi Yadav (Mai) ‘Devali Duka’ and Shreya Kerkar (Mangal) ‘Varsal’.

The merit certificates for acting (Female) have been awarded to Dhanashree Naik (Shikshika) ‘Kalachakra’, Yukta Desai (Jaya) ‘Kalakar’ Nimisha Prabhu (Janteli) ‘Devali Duka’.

Amogh Prasad Budkule ‘Eka Nayecho Punarjalm’, Anant Bambolkar ‘Kalakar’ and Ulhas Y. Naik ‘Devali Duka’ have been bagged the first, second and third prize respectively for direction.

The prizes for technical support in Best Seting are awarded to Anup Anand Nayak ‘Devali Duka’. The merit certificate in sets is awarded to Kanhaiya Naik ‘Eka Nayecho Punarjalm’.


Best Costumes – Krishna Nayak ‘Devali Duka’. The merit certificate in costume is awarded to Sameer Shetkar ‘Bhutavali’. The first prize for best script has gone to Dattaram Kamat Bambolkar ‘Eka Nayecho Punarjalm’ and second prize to Savlo Palyekar ‘Kalachakra’ in Konkani Category.

The panel of judges including Shri Fermin Goes, Shri Kirtikumar Prabhu and Shri Pravin Sabnis after evaluating performances of the participating High School in sections viz. Konkani and Marathi gave their detailed result.

The date of prize distribution function will be declared later.

DI/NB/JA/SAG/AN/2020/1405